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Section 5. Conclusions 

 

We investigate the predictability of asset returns by using the framework of Fang 

and Xu (2003), but our time series model of combined strategies differs from theirs. 

Our samples consist of six Asian stock markets which have been analyzed in 

Bessembinderk & Chan (1995), but we expand the data set to another sixteen years to 

avoid data-snooping problem. Due to the successful prediction both for technical 

trading rules and time series models, it motivates us to use combined strategies to get 

favorous excess returns across six Asian markets. We have two measurements here, 

one is to assess the excess returns over buy-and-hold strategy (pre-trading costs), and 

the other is the breakeven costs which absorb the excess returns. Our empirical results 

for combined strategies reveal that the average buy-sell returns (with 

non-synchronous trading adjustment) across six Asian markets improves by about 

19.44% and 52.14% in comparison with technical trading rules and time series 

forecasts, respectively. Besides, we also find that the predictability of emerging 

markets of Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia and Korea is better than more developed 

markets of Japan and Hong Kong for all three methods, in terms of both buy-sell 

returns and breakeven costs. For examples, the average buy-sell returns in emerging 

markets are 0.15%, 0.55% and 0.24% for technical trading rules, time series forecasts 
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and combined strategies, respectively, whereas those in more developed markets are 

0.09%, 0.08% and 0.10% for technical trading rules, time series forecasts and 

combined strategies, respectively. On the other hand, the average breakeven costs in 

emerging markets are 2.39%, 0.23% and 3.18% for technical trading rules, time series 

forecasts and combined strategies, respectively, which those in more developed 

markets are 1.68%, 0.12% and 1.84% for technical trading rules, time series forecasts 

and combined strategies, respectively. 

After the adjustment of measurements by one-day lag, the evidence indicates that 

our predictability is somewhat affected by the measurement errors arising from the 

non-synchronous trading. The bias reduces the combined results about 35% on 

average, but does not eliminate all gains for combined strategies. Besides, we can see 

the combined strategies do not get favorous buy-sell returns in Taiwan, Japan and 

Korea. 

To test whether our results is robust, we also divide the sample period into two 

periods which contains sixteen years each period. We find that technical trading rules 

may not be suitable in different periods and for different markets. The evidence 

indicates that we do not predict successfully through certain technical trading rules 

and do not have favorous results by combined strategies. Nevertheless, Thailand and 

Malaysia are predicted successfully in the sub-periods. The buy-sell returns and 
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breakeven costs in those two countries are higher than other countries and the 

combined strategies can outperform the corresponding technical rules. The reason 

may be due to the efficiency of the two markets and significant correlation of asset 

returns. Furthermore, after we make adjustment of non-synchronous trading for these 

two markets, the combined strategies and technical trading rules still have 

considerable power to predict changes in stock market indices. However, we have to 

note that our results here are calculated without accounting for risk-free rate and other 

risk-adjustment criteria. The results should be of interest for further exploration to 

confirm the predictability of all these rules. 

 


